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COVID Site Coordinator Checklist – please complete in Q2 

While it is great news that COVID infection rates in most parts of the UK are relatively low, it is important 

we maintain our guard if lockdown measures are to continue to ease, and we are to look after ourselves, 

our colleagues and our business. 

With this in mind, the RRT has asked that all sites verify the CEMEX COVID Protocols remain in place by 

completing at least one additional documented check of compliance this quarter, using the global 

standard checklist in INTELEX before the end of June.   

As previously advised, medium / large sites, including all operations at Dove Holes, Rugby Cement Plant, 

Kensworth and Southam Quarries and Tilbury should continue to implement monthly checks using the 

checklist in INTELEX.  Any gaps in the control measures identified by the inspections should be addressed at 

the earliest opportunity. 

If you have any questions, please contact a member of the Health & Safety team. 

 

Visits to sites as lockdown measures ease 

We have received reports that some sites are seeing considerable numbers of visitors from across the 

business, many without prior warning. While lockdown restraints are easing and some site visits are 

resuming, please ensure they are planned in advance and 

the site team is aware.  

Visitors to sites should respect the local teams and phone 

the relevant managers to get approval beforehand, in 

addition to adhering to the COVID Protocols and the Four 

Behaviours that Save Lives.  

 

Coming soon: IntheMix interview with Carl Platt 

In this month’s episode of the CEMEX UK podcast, Carl Platt, leader of the RRT, reflects on the last 15 

months and his learnings from the Covid pandemic. He also talks about the current situation in the UK and 

globally and why we must all remain careful even as restrictions ease. Look out for the latest episode in 

your inbox and on Yammer soon!  


